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SPATIOTEMPORAL MODELING OF OPIOID ABUSE AND
DEPENDENCE OUTCOMES USING BAYESIAN HIERARCHICAL
METHODS
Natalie Sumetsky, MS
University of Pittsburgh, 2017
Abstract Opioid addiction is a major public health concern that presents a significant
disease burden. In the past decade, drug overdose rates have soared. More research is neces-
sary to inform policy and to ensure provision of proper care to individuals and communities
in need. This thesis explores spatiotemporal models to assess ecological and demographic
factors associated with opioid addiction risk on a ZIP-code level in Pennsylvania.
Bayesian hierarchical models are commonly used to explore complex spatiotemporal dis-
ease trends. Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) simulations are a valuable albeit com-
putationally costly tool in fitting models of this class. A newer method, integrated nested
Laplace approximation (INLA), offers improved computational efficiency with comparable
results for models with latent Gaussian fields. For example, a 2014 cross-sectional model
discussed in this thesis took 5581 seconds to run using MCMC simulations, while INLA
offered comparable results in seven seconds. Cross-sectional and longitudinal misalignment
models with opioid abuse and dependence outcomes are compared using both methods.
Higher outcome risk is associated with areas with greater proportions of 45- to 64-year-
olds, higher density, more retail clutter and manual labor establishments per square mile,
higher unemployment, lower median income, and greater proportion of residents below the
150%poverty line. As regional needs differ, identifying high-risk community-level factors and
locations carries great public health significance. Interventions and preventive efforts could
then be tailored specifically to areas where the disease burden is greatest.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
According to a recent Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) report [1], opioid-
related death rates in Pennsylvania have been steadily climbing the charts. Among all U.S.
states, Pennsylvania ranked ninth in 2013 (19.4 deaths per 100,000 population), eighth in
2014 (21.9 per 100,000 population), and sixth in 2015 (26.3 per 100,000 population). Most
of the higher-ranking states were in neighboring Appalachian regions; in 2015, West Vir-
ginia topped the list with 41.5 deaths per 100,000 population [1]. This is not merely an
individual-level problem—increasing drug-related crime and health care burden can devas-
tate communities and present a major public health concern.
Nationwide, over 27 million people have reported illicit or prescription drug misuse in
2015 [2]. Impact of opioid abuse and dependence has been staggering, with 60.9% of overdose
deaths in 2014 involving opioids, while overall drug overdose rates tripled from 1999 to 2014
[1, 2]. This has resulted in drug overdose becoming the primary cause of accidental death in
the United States.
The latest Surgeon General’s report [2] states that systems-level approaches are effective,
but more research on opioid misuse is needed to inform policy and prevention program focus
[3]. In a time of policy transitions, scientific backing is particularly valuable in ensuring
sustained provision and expansion of adequate health care related to substance abuse. Com-
munities have different risks and needs. Studying ecological factors associated with opioid
abuse and dependence is crucial for developing tailored solutions.
This thesis explores spatiotemporal patterns associated with opioid abuse and depen-
dence risk across Pennsylvania during the years 2004 to 2014 on a ZIP-code level. Several
methods are used to tackle these models, which tend to be quite complex. Particularly, space
and time, whose omission can introduce biases and lead to misleading interpretations, offer
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valuable information. The effect of spatial proximity must be considered since spatial units
cannot be treated independently—neighboring regions tend to share certain attributes. As
in space, units closer in time are often more similar than those further apart.
In-depth analyses of small spatial units are needed to better understand the spread of
risk patterns over space and time. However, such subdivisions often create small-population
regions that are difficult to model when outcomes are rare. Most approaches cannot ade-
quately capture small-area counts of rare diseases, and unweighted incidence in regions with
minute populations can tremendously distort results.
Traditional frequentist models are not adept at handling many of the complexities of
spatiotemporal data. First, it is difficult to account for spatial dependence of neighboring
regions. Small-area issues, too, present obstacles. Furthermore, confounding factors and
latent effects are easily missed in such models—it is difficult to account for all contributing
variables to complex outcomes, and many characteristics of interest are unavailable. Section
2.2 addresses modeling issues in greater detail.
Bayesian hierarchical models have been widely used to address issues in spatiotemporal
modeling. Besag-York-Mollie´ (BYM) models with conditional autoregressive (CAR) random
effects are particularly popular in addressing spatial autocorrelation problems. This thesis
largely focuses on such models and their application to spatiotemporal modeling of opioid
abuse and dependence data.
To give context to the models and methods subsequently discussed, section 2.3 intro-
duces some terminology, including latent and Gaussian Markov random fields (GMRFs),
exchangeability, and stationarity. Bayesian hierarchical models that address some of the
aforementioned modeling complexities are explained in section 2.4. BYM models are dis-
cussed in conjunction with conditional autoregressive (CAR) approaches in section 2.5. In
section 2.6, stochastic partial differential equations (SPDEs) are addressed. SPDE models
are typically used for point-level (rather than aggregated) data. Here, they are offered as
models of smoothed average trends and compared to BYM models.
Next, simulation and approximation methods are described. Formerly confined to the-
ory, Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) methods (section 2.7) have become feasible using
software such as WinBUGS [4]. Growing computational power has made MCMC application
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a viable approach; this, in turn, has been met by a parallel growth in extent and availability
of data, resulting in a need for even faster computational methods.
A newer approach, integrated nested Laplace approximation (INLA), has demonstrated
improved computational efficiency [5]. Though MCMC methods are monumentally valuable,
they can still take days to run when model dimensions are large—this is notoriously termed
the “big N problem.” In section 2.8, INLA methods are discussed.
Section 3 describes the opioid abuse and dependence data used in inspired this thesis.
Modeling these data is discussed in sections 3.2 and 3.3. Finally, in section 4, results are
presented and compared across models and methods, followed by a discussion and conclusion
in section 5.
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2.0 BAYESIAN SPATIOTEMPORAL METHODS AND MODELING
Classical statistical models commonly assume independence and identical distribution of
random variables. However, incorporating time and spatial components challenges this as-
sumption. Modeling rare outcomes in small areas, spatial autocorrelation, unit misalignment
(section 2.2.4), and confounding are some of the obstacles encountered in spatiotemporal
modeling. Fortunately, there are methods that tend to these issues. This section describes
some basic terminology, several types of Bayesian spatial modeling approaches, and methods
to implement these models.
2.1 BAYESIAN BASICS
Bayesian inference is rooted in Bayes’ Rule, p(θ|x) = p(x|θ)p(θ)
p(x)
. p(x|θ) and p(θ) are the
likelihood and prior probabilities, respectively. p(x|θ) denotes how likely x would be ob-
served conditional on θ, the unknown parameter(s) of interest. x is the observed data
matrix, and p(x) represents the fixed marginal probabilities, unaffected by differing values
of θ. Bayesian approaches seek to estimate posterior distributions, p(θ|x) ∝ p(x|θ)p(θ).
Prior distributions are specified before computing posterior distributions and reflect preex-
isting beliefs about the distribution of θ. It is possible to select uninformative priors that do
not rely on subjective judgment or previous knowledge; such priors tend to yield posteriors
comparable to maximum likelihood estimators.
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Though computational advances have generally narrowed the contrast between Bayesian
and frequentist approaches, their foundations are fundamentally different. Essentially, fre-
quentists state that true values for parameters exist, and observed data are assessed in
terms of confidence about observing such data if the parameters were equal to certain val-
ues. Bayesians argue that we cannot know the values of unknown parameters, but we can
estimate which values are more likely based on observed data and prior beliefs or observa-
tions. In Bayesian inference, true values of parameters (conditional on observed data) are
treated as random variables.
Another difference in these two approaches lies in treatment of intervals. Though both
ambiguously abbreviated as “CI,” frequentist confidence intervals are interpreted quite dif-
ferently from Bayesian credible intervals. Confidence intervals are used to state that the
true value of the parameter is found in (1 − α)% repetitions of an experiment (or sample
draws), where α is the predetermined level of significance. Conversely, Bayesian analysis
relies on credible intervals, which give the probability of the parameter falling within the
interval given the observed data.
2.2 SPATIOTEMPORAL MODELING ISSUES
2.2.1 Autocorrelation
Spatial autocorrelation refers to the similarity of an object to its neighbors. Widely accepted
as the first law of geography, Tobler’s statement, “Everything is related to everything else,
but near things are more related than distant things” [6], speaks to this. Indeed, spatial
dependence is a common phenomenon that complicates statistical inference. Furthermore,
in the case of areal [7] data (i.e., data that are aggregated over a region rather than reported
point-by-point), spatial boundaries such as ZIP codes discretize spatial fields that are, in
reality, continuous. The effect of a variable likely does not end where one ZIP codes ends
and another begins—rather, these boundaries are somewhat artificial, and effects have a
continuous influence that carry over to nearby regions.
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2.2.2 Small-area modeling
Particularly for rare outcomes, regions with low population densities or counts may exhibit
misleading risk levels; appropriate weights are required to account for such cases. Otherwise,
even a single observation in a small-population area occurring merely due to chance could
lead to inference of high risk in this area. There is a degree of borrowing strength [8] among
nearby regions that can be used to temper such effects.
2.2.3 Overdispersion
The issue of overdispersion is not particular to spatiotemporal models, but it is discussed
here as it does arise. Overdispersion refers to excessive variability given a particular sta-
tistical model. For example, this happens in Poisson models when the count of zeros is
disproportionately high. In a standard Poisson distribution, the variance cannot be mod-
eled separately from the mean—in fact, they are equal. A common solution is instead to
fit a negative binomial model, which allows separate parameters for the variance and mean.
Zero-inflated Poisson and hurdle models are other options. In Bayesian hierarchical models,
autoregressive spatial effects can be used to successfully account for overdispersion [9, 10].
2.2.4 Misalignment
Another issue at times encountered in spatiotemporal data is misalignment. In point-level
(unaggregated) data, misalignment can refer to observing a value at a removed location. For
example, an outcome can be observed at different coordinates than a covariate when the
outcome moves (e.g., an animal sighting) [11].
In our model, misalignment is discussed as regional shifting through time. Spatial data
are frequently available at ZIP-code, rather than at Census-designated, levels. Unfortunately,
this complicates spatial analyses as these regions reflect mail delivery convenience rather than
research pragmatism. ZIP codes can be deleted, added, shrunk, or augmented to reflect
population changes, resulting in spatial misalignment with time [12].
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2.3 RANDOM FIELDS
A random field is an extension of a stochastic process to multidimensional space. Formally,
for a parameter set S ∈ D, where D is the domain, all values of a random field, x(s), are
random variables for any S ∈ D,D ⊆ Rd. An example of a random field algorithm applied
to a Pennsylvania (PA) triangulation mesh (for simplicity, the same 2014 mesh is used for
all years) for t = 11 years is given in Figure 1. The mesh is based on ZIP-code centroid
locations. The simulations are associated with an example autoregressive factor of ρ = 0.7
and are based on the conditional distribution of a stationary Gaussian latent field (i.e., with
a constant mean and a covariance function depending on ||si − sj||).
In data analysis, the goal is often to find the best balance between amount of data
explained and efficiency. If the underlying domain, D, is continuous, observations—as they
are finite—are only a partial realization of D. In areal data, observations intrinsically lack
precision as such data are, by definition, aggregated or averaged over regions. However,
the underlying latent field nonetheless tends to be continuous. In point-level (geostatistical)
data, though observations tend to be more precise, it is generally impossible to obtain all
values of parameters of interest. This section describes several aspects of random fields and
their applications in Bayesian modeling.
2.3.1 Latent Gaussian fields
Latent Gaussian fields are “a subset of all Bayesian additive models with a structured addi-
tive predictor” [5]. This predictor (e.g., log (λ)) is an additive combination of the intercept,
observed fixed effects, and “f(·)” terms. The f(·) terms either model random effects (e.g.,
spatial) or introduce non-linear components [5]. Neither the outcome nor the hyperparam-
eters need to be Gaussian—in fact, in our model, they are not. This is further described in
Chapter 3.
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Figure 1: Example of a random field algorithm applied to a 2014 Pennsylvania triangulation
mesh over a period of 11 years
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2.3.2 Gaussian Markov random fields (GMRFs)
As the name implies, a Gaussian random field (GRF) is a random field whose variable
distributions are multivariate normal. GRFs have continuous spatial domains with many
convenient analytical properties that are unfortunately inefficient when N is large. Dis-
cretizing such fields, when possible, attenuates the costly computation of dense matrices to
which GRFs are mapped.
GRFs that satisfy the Markov property are accordingly called Gaussian Markov random
fields (GMRFs). The Markov property applies when each subsequent step of a stochastic
process depends only on its current state. A Markov field, then, is a multidimensional version
of the Markov property—each observation depends only on its neighbors. Conveniently, this
property enables such fields to be mapped to sparse matrices, whose properties result in
better computational efficiency [13]. GMRFs are associated with precision matrices Q in
lieu of standard covariance matrices. Precision matrices are sparse and nonzero only for
neighbor observations. They are also known as inverse covariance matrices.
2.3.3 Exchangeability
A random field is exchangeable if, for permutation pi,
∀(Xi, Xj) ∈ S, ∀pi ∈ Sn, Xpi(i), Xpi(i+1), ..., Xpi(n) d= Xi, Xi+1, ..., Xn.
Exchangeability is essentially a conditional “independently and identically distributed” (iid)
assumption. In contrast to spatially autocorrelated variables, the locations (or ordering) of
exchangeable parameters are assumed to be independent, θi,t
indep∼ N(0, τθ). This essentially
states that there is nothing tying Xi to its arbitrary subscript, i. This concept is important
in Bayesian hierarchical models since the first layer is often conveniently exchangeable.
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2.3.4 Stationarity
Weak stationarity refers to the stability of the mean, variance, and autocorrelation structure
of a variable or field over time. That is, ∀i ∈ N, E(xi) = µ, and the autocorrelation is only
a function of the lag between indices i and i+k, ∀i, k ∈ N, but not of the indices themselves.
A field x(s) with this property is said to be second-order stationary [12].
2.4 BAYESIAN HIERARCHICAL MODELING
Bayesian hierarchical modeling involves nested parameters. That is, lower-level effects of
hierarchical data are nested within (and are thereby dependent on) higher-level effects. We
are typically interested in estimating the marginal posterior distribution of the first level of
the hierarchy [12, 14]. Lower-level parameters are referred to as hyperparameters, and their
priors are termed hyperpriors. A more detailed explanation and example is given in chapter
3.
2.4.1 Besag-York-Mollie´ (BYM) models
Besag-York-Mollie´ (BYM) [15] models are commonly used to model spatiotemporal disease
data. The components of these models include a fixed intercept, a structured spatial auto-
correlation effect, and an unstructured random noise effect. Fixed covariates are optionally
included as well. These models include conditional autoregressive (CAR; see section 2.4.1.2)
effects, which rely on neighborhood structures, to account for spatial autocorrelation and
overdispersion issues.
2.4.1.1 Neighborhood structures and adjacency matrices
Developed by Esri [16], a shapefile geospatial vector format is a combination of files that
store certain spatial information such as location coordinates and other attributes. Such
files have many applications in spatial analyses. By manipulating neighborhood structure
10
Figure 2: A sparse block matrix of 11 adjacency matrices for PA from year 2004 to 2014
information, R packages such as maptools and R-INLA [5, 13] can convert these files to
neighborhood adjacency matrices through a series of simple commands.
There are several ways of specifying a neighborhood structure, and sparse adjacency ma-
trices are among the most convenient. Figure 5 shows such a block matrix R that combines
11 yearly neighborhood structures. As ZIP codes from distinct years cannot be neighbors,
all values Rij 6= 0 are along the diagonal, and most values Rij are, in fact, 0, making this a
sparse matrix.
Neighborhood systems can be represented as Nsi : si = s1, ..., sn, where sn is the number
of neighborhoods, and si = s1, ..., sn are sites in these neighborhoods. Nsi corresponds to
the list of neighbors of si. If si and sj are such sites, sj ∈ Nsi iff si ∈ Nsj and si /∈ Nsi .
That is, if si is a neighbor of sj, sj is likewise a neighbor of si, and no site is a neighbor to
itself. As previously described, this is called the Markov property. For precision matrix Q,
as Qij 6= 0 iff sj ∈ Nsi , this neighborhood structure essentially corresponds to a GMRF.
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2.4.1.2 Conditional autoregressive (CAR) effects
We assign the random effect φi the following “CAR Normal” distribution [11, 15, 17, 18]:
φi|φ−i ∼ N
( 1
Ni
n∑
j=1
aijφj, τ
φ
i
)
,
where φi is the spatial autocorrelation associated with each si, φi|φ−i are all sites except
si, the mean is the neighborhood structure, aij is the neighbor indicator, and τ
φ
i is the
associated prior distribution. It is generally assigned an uninformative distribution (e.g.,
log(τφi ) ∼ logGamma(1, 0.001)).
Due to misalignment, BYM models cannot simply be applied to the same region over
different time periods. One solution to this is to stack years, whereby yearly adjacency
matrices are combined into a single block-diagonal matrix [19]. The outcome matrix Yi,t is
then transformed to vector Yi+J [t], where i is a unique ZIP code ID (consistent over time),
and t is the year [19]. J [t] is the cumulative count of non-unique ZIP codes for t − 1
years. For example, if year 1 has 1469 ZIP codes, J [2] = 1469, and ZIP code number 340 is
Y340,2 = Y340+1469 = Y1809.
Temporal autocorrelation issues arise as well since observations are measured at the
same space during different time points. However, as ZIP codes change with time, temporal
autocorrelation is difficult to monitor. Instead, spatial variation is measured separately for
each year while the variance is fixed to a common value across years [19].
2.5 STOCHASTIC PARTIAL DIFFERENTIATION EQUATION (SPDE)
MODELS
SPDE models are a computationally efficient way to model point-level data with an under-
lying continuous domain. These models begin with the triangulation of a spatial domain.
That is, a triangular mesh (e.g., Figure 4) is created as the basis for an SPDE/GMRF rep-
resentation. The model is then built on the vertices of the mesh. Subsequently, GFs of the
Mate´rn class can be linked to GMRFs by way of SPDEs. The mesh specification is crucial
and must be a careful balance between desired precision of the results and computational
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efficiency. The continuous domain is discretized by creating a weighted sum of finitely many
basis functions. As previously discussed, GMRFs, as sparse matrices, have many convenient
properties in linear algebra that increase computational efficiency.
Reviewing the notation, x(s) is a latent spatial field, where s is a vector of the locations,
x(s) ∈ D,D ∈ Rd. D is the d-dimensional Euclidean domain of the data [13] (e.g., the state
of PA).
Mate´rn fields are actually stationary solutions to SPDEs of the form (κ2−∆)α/2(τx(s)).
Here, κ affects spatial scaling, ∆ is the Laplace operator (see [20] for an in-depth discussion),
α is the smoothing parameter (larger values result in precision matrix values over larger
neighborhoods), and τ is the variance [13, 21]. When α is an integer, such a field is also
Markov. Upon obtaining the Mate´rn solution to the SPDE, a GMRF can be constructed,
x(s) ∼ N(µ,Σ)⇒ x(s) ∼ N(µ,Q−1),
where Q is the precision matrix [13]. Due to favorable computational properties, precision
matrices are frequently used in Bayesian analysis in lieu of standard covariance matrices.
The triangulated mesh is then linked to observation locations (an example is shown in
Figure 4) using the observation matrix A, while the covariates are linked to the identity ma-
trix. A is applied to the spatial effects and linked to the log-expectation of the observations,
η(s), while the covariates, already assessed at the locations, are linked directly;
η(s) ∼ A · x(s) +A · Intercept + covariates.
Our data are areal with a finite number of irregular regions with well-defined boundaries;
in contrast to point-level data, areal observations are aggregated counts or rates. However,
the underlying latent field of our data is conceptually continuous. Applying the SPDE
approach to our data, we are creating a model of spatially-smoothed average trends. We
treat the sums and averages by ZIP code as point-level central locations (centroids). The fit
of this model to our data and a comparison to the BYM model is discussed in chapters 3
and 4.
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Figure 3: Pennsylvania triangulation mesh with centroids of 1490 ZIP codes for year 2014
Figure 4: Example of an A matrix for the 2014 Pennsylvania triangulated mesh in Figure 3
14
Figure 5: Simulation of the golden ratio value using Monte Carlo methods
2.6 MARKOV CHAIN MONTE CARLO (MCMC) METHODS
When the prior is not a conjugate form of the likelihood distribution, a closed form solution
for the posterior distribution is typically unavailable. Historically, open-form integrals pre-
cluded using Bayesian hierarchical techniques for complex spatiotemporal modeling. With
increased computational efficiency, the use of Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) simu-
lation methods has become more practical, allowing for the assessment of more complex
models.
Monte Carlo (MC) simulation methods entail repeated random sampling from a given
distribution; this is useful in solving complex integration problems. By the Law of Large
Numbers, the limit of the random samples should approach the desired posterior distribution
(in the case of Bayesian inference). A simple example for estimating the value of the golden
ratio with the integral ∫ 20
0
xpi/5−1
1 + x2pi
dx
by using MC simulation methods is presented in Figure 5.
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However, as our data are spatially autocorrelated and not independent, we need further
constraints to achieve accurate approximation. Markov chains are random processes that
are useful in this regard. Guided by the Markov property, such chains are memoryless—that
is, each successive distribution of a random variable depends only on its current state. An
example of such a chain is a “random walk,” where successive movements are made in
any viable direction with equal probability. Some chains, when run for enough iterations,
converge to a distribution that is fairly stable. When MC simulations of this type are carried
out, Markov chains converge to the joint posterior distribution, if it exists.
There are several types of MCMC algorithms, including the Gibbs sampler, which is the
approach used in our model. This algorithm is more amenable to high-dimensional data be-
cause it samples from conditional densities rather than the often much larger joint densities.
Bayesian inference Using Gibbs Sampling (BUGS) is a project that began in 1989 and has
since made significant advances in MC simulations. Several programs, such as WinBUGS
[4] (used for our analyses), use the BUGS language to carry out such computations.
Gibbs sampling entails sampling from conditional distributions of each parameter while
keeping the other parameters fixed. This approach is iterative—a realization from the ap-
proximating distribution is drawn at each turn and is accordingly improved for each succes-
sive step. With sufficient iterations, the approximating distribution hopefully converges to
that of the posterior.
A more mathematical explanation of Gibbs sampling is as follows. Each of the j = 1, ..., k
parameters is set to an initial value (it can be chosen from the prior distribution of the
respective parameter), xj = x
(0)
j . Subsequently, the Gibbs sampler process continues as
follows for each iteration i (for k=3 parameters) [12, 22]:
x
(i)
1 ∼ p(X1 = x1|X2 = x(i−1)2 , X3 = x(i−1)3 ),
x
(i)
2 ∼ p(X2 = x2|X1 = x(i)1 , X3 = x(i−1)3 ),
x
(i)
3 ∼ p(X3 = x3|X1 = x(i)1 , X2 = x(i)2 ).
As the sampler iterates through parameter distributions, the values are updated accord-
ingly. So, after x
(i)
1 is sampled based on i− 1, x(i)2 runs with updated X1 = x(i)1 values.
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Figure 6: Example of an MCMC trace plot that has converged
Early iterations often have wildly oscillating and unrealistic values and are usually dis-
carded. A certain ”burn-in” period (e.g., 50,000 iterations is typical for complex models)
is allotted. The process continues until convergence, which happens for properly-defined
models when an invariant distribution that mimics the true joint posterior distribution is
achieved—this occurs when the distribution remains (weakly) stationary. Weak stationarity
(previously described) refers to the stability of the first two moments of the random field so
that they no longer change with time (or iterations).
An example of a trace plot that has converged is shown in Figure 3. Here, two chains
(in red and blue) are shown for two different parameters, alpha (proportion of spatial auto-
correlation relative to all noise) and art (arthritis). Iterations 1501 to 90,000 are shown on
this plot (the first 1500 are omitted due to high instability).
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2.7 INTEGRATED NESTED LAPLACE APPROXIMATION (INLA)
METHODS
Integrated nested Laplace approximation (INLA) is a fairly new deterministic algorithm used
for tackling complex models [5]. INLA evokes an old technique (i.e., Laplace methods dating
back to the 18th century) for solving complex integration problems. The Laplace method
involves using Taylor series expansions to approximate integrals. For example, Gamma(a, b)
is approximated by N(a−1
b
, a−1
b2
) using this method [11].
The INLA algorithm offers significant improvement in computational efficiency over
MCMC simulation methods. In fact, a cross-sectional model of our data for the year 2014
took over 93 minutes to simulate using WinBUGS (Table 2), while using INLA yielded
nearly identical results in seven seconds. Both approaches used the BYM model [15]. For an
additional comparison (Table 4), an SPDE model was fit to the cross-sectional data as well.
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3.0 APPLICATION OF SPATIOTEMPORAL METHODS TO OPIOID
DATA
This chapter describes the data sources and variables included in five models that examine
associations between opioid abuse/dependence and relevant ecological conditions. Three of
the models are cross-sectional (year 2014), and two are longitudinal (years 2004 - 2014)
misalignment models. Four are BYM models, and one is an SPDE model. Results using
MCMC and INLA methods are reported in the next chapter.
3.1 DATA SOURCES AND VARIABLE DESCRIPTIONS
A total of 16,275 space-time units (11 years; ZIP code range per year: 1469 to 1490) were
used in our analyses (Table 1). Pennsylvania Health Care Cost Containment Council (PHC4)
[24] data from the year 2004 to 2014 were used to obtain case diagnoses from over 18 million
observations by ZIP code. As approximately 5% of the original PHC4 data fell outside our
domain of interest (i.e., non-PA ZIP codes), these observations were dropped. Diagnoses
were all recorded using the ICD-9-CM [23] coding system.
Opioid abuse or dependence was the primary outcome for these analyses. The term opioid
has become a catch-all term for substances that interact with opioid receptors in the brain.
This includes opiates (an older classification of natural derivatives of the opium poppy),
synthetic and semi-synthetic prescription painkillers (e.g., oxycodone, fentanyl, morphine),
as well as street drugs, such as heroin. In our models, ICD-9-CM [23] codes 304.00-03, 304.70-
73, and 305.50-53 were used to aggregate counts of opioid abuse or dependence diagnoses.
Counts of opioid abuse and dependence diagnoses were aggregated by ZIP code and used
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as the outcome measure. Other diagnoses (e.g., cancer, arthritis) were sourced from PHC4
data as well to represent medical need for prescription opioids.
To represent economic conditions and demographic and environmental covariates, es-
timates (age, median income, percent of population below the 150% poverty level, percent
male, ethnicity/race) were obtained from GeoLytics [25] demographic data. In 2014, poverty
levels for the 48 contiguous states were defined as incomes of $11,670, $15,730, and $19,790
for 1-, 2-, and 3-person households, respectively, with an increase of about $4,000 for each
additional person [26]. Finally, North American Industry Classification System (NAICS)
[27] data were used to determine retail clutter and manual labor industry counts. These
were incorporated into our model as rates per square mile.
The GeoDa software [28] was used to obtain adjacency matrices for 2004-2014 shapefiles
[16]. Stata 14 [29] was used to aggregate counts and averages of hospitalization data. Win-
BUGS [4, 22] and R [30] were employed for statistical analyses of the data. For INLA BYM
and SPDE analyses, the R-INLA package [5, 13] was used.
3.2 MODEL FITTING
It is generally accepted that a model with an outcome of a rare disease count follows a
Poisson distribution with a log link. Our model is exchangeable:
yi,t|λi,t indep∼ Poisson(λi,t).
yi,t is the unique opioid abuse or dependence diagnosis count for ZIP codes it, ..., nt, and
years t = 1, ..., 11, where nt is the count of ZIP codes (range of 1469-1490) in PA for the
given year, from 2004 to 2014. The total number of space-time units is 16275.
The longitudinal BYM model for our data is specified as:
log(λi,t) = log(ρi,tEi,t),
where log(ρi,t) = αt + ν +Xi,tβ + φi,t + θi,t
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is the risk, and Ei,t(used as an offset) is the expected outcome count of the given year and ZIP
code. There are two intercepts: αt is year-specific, and ν is the overall intercept. Xi,tβ is the
fixed effects matrix by ZIP code and time. The fixed effects included in our model are: age
distribution (% 0-19, 20-24, 25-44, 45-64), median household income, percent population
below the 150% poverty line level, percent male, population density, race and ethnicity
proportions (% African American, Hispanic, White), and rates of overall hospitalization,
cancer and arthritis hospitalizations, unemployment rate, and number of retail and manual
labor establishments per square mile. Population density (population per square mile) was
modeled as a categorical variable with the lowest density as the reference group. ZIP codes
were split approximately equally among five density groups.
We also included two random effects. φi,t ∼ CARN(adjacency matrixt, τφi,t) captures spa-
tial autocorrelation and accounts for overdispersion and misalignment based on year-specific
adjacency matrices, while θi,t ∼ N(θ, τ θi,t) is unstructured random noise. The respective
priors of the two hyperparameters, τφi,t and τ
θ
i,t, are uninformative and are each assigned a
Gamma distribution. β is a vector of fixed effects for their respective observed values, xi,t,
for each of the n observations of 1, ..., t time points.
The parameters of log(ρi,t) are viewed collectively as a latent field, γ. Conditional
independence (exchangeability) is assumed in that each point yi is connected only to its
respective latent element, γi. γ is assumed to be Gaussian with mean 0 and a sparse
precision matrix Q, effectively making γ a GMRF [11].
For comparison, an SPDE model is fit as well. However, the interpretation of this model
is somewhat different as the ZIP-code-level counts and averages are modeled as centroids.
The intention is to model smoothed average trends, simultaneously performing a sensitivity
analysis.
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3.3 RESULTS
Five models are presented in this section. The first is a cross-sectional BYM model for the
year 2014 using MCMC methods. This model it compared to its INLA BYM counterpart
in Table 2. Next, longitudinal (years 2004-2014) BYM models are compared using MCMC
simulations and INLA (Table 3). Table 4 compares two qualitatively different cross-sectional
models (BYM and SPDE), both conducted using INLA methods. The INLA BYM model in
Table 4 is the same as that presented in Table 2. For all models, the outcome measure is a
unique count of opioid abuse or dependence cases (primary or secondary ICD-9-CM codes).
While the MCMC model took 5581 seconds to complete its simulations for the cross-
sectional model, the INLA version yielded results in seven seconds. Effects that were well
supported (i.e., those not containing 1.000 in the credible interval, shown in Table 4), did
not differ between the two approaches. The BYM model is then extended to years 2004 to
2014. The longitudinal MCMC BYM model took 74544 seconds (40,000 iterations after a
50,000-iteration burn-in period, which is standard for such models); the INLA BYM model
approximated results in 452 seconds.
In the longitudinal BYM model, greater risk for opioid abuse or dependence was observed
in regions with greater proportions of residents ages 45-64, while regions with higher propor-
tions of 20- to 44-year-olds were associated with lower risk. Increasing population density
was positively associated with the outcome using both MCMC and INLA methods. A greater
percentage of white and Hispanic ethnicity/race was associated with greater risk of opioid
abuse/dependence; while the MCMC method found an association between greater propor-
tion of African American residents in areas of greater risk, the INLA method did not—this
was the biggest qualitative difference. Using INLA also resulted in a well-supported positive
relationship between the unemployment rate and opioid abuse or dependence rate, while
MCMC simulations did not. Interestingly, the 2014 INLA BYM and SPDE models (Table
4) both found a well-supported positive association between unemployment rate and the
outcome.
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Lower median household income, higher percentage of residents living below the 150%
line, more manual labor establishments per square mile, and higher overall hospitalization
rate had positive associations with greater opioid abuse and dependence hospitalization risk.
Conversely, higher overall proportions of arthritis and cancer hospitalizations were negatively
associated with outcome risk.
3.4 TABLES
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Table 1: Descriptive statistics, ZIP codes in Pennsylvania, 2004-2014 (n=16,275 ZIP codes)
24
Table 2: Cross-sectional model (2014). Median relative rates (RRs) and ln(median RR),
opioid use or abuse hospitalizations, Bayesian spatial BYM models using MCMC vs INLA
methods (n=1,490 ZIP codes)
25
Table 3: Relative rates (RRs)[95% credible intervals] and ln(RR), opioid abuse or depen-
dence hospitalizations, Bayesian spatial misalignment models using MCMC vs INLA meth-
ods (n=16,275 ZIP codes)
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Table 4: Relative rates (RRs) and 95% credible intervals, opioid use or abuse hospitalizations,
Bayesian spatial BYM and SPDE models and differences in median RRs (n=1,490 ZIP codes)
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4.0 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
Much remains to be discovered to understand and abate opioid misuse trends, and the
continuation of developments in spatiotemporal modeling can assist in these discoveries.
Our analyses indicate important ZIP-code-level associations with opioid addiction risk. To
avoid the ecological fallacy, individual-level inferences cannot be drawn based on the models
described in this thesis. On the community level, however, these findings highlight important
considerations for the implementation of intervention and preventive programs.
Both INLA and MCMC methods are not without fault. MCMC simulations can take
a long time to reach convergence. Furthermore, there are no foolproof tests guaranteeing
attainment of stationary distributions. It is difficult to achieve perfect convergence, and a
careful compromise between MC error and runtime must be negotiated. INLA typically offers
better precision but less flexibility than MCMC simulation. However, as a newer method, it
has not been tested as extensively. In both methods (and particularly INLA), correct model
specification is crucial—slight misspecification can result in reasonable posterior distributions
that are nonetheless incorrect.
Further sensitivity analyses need to be conducted. INLA and MCMC methods have dis-
tinct strengths and weaknesses; corroborating findings using both methods is advantageous.
Aside from BYM models, other approaches could be considered. A future step is to fine-tune
the SPDE model and to extrapolate it to the full dataset. Modifications to the BYM models
such as those suggested by Leroux [31] and Dean [32] could also be explored.
The longitudinal misalignment INLA model and the cross-sectional SPDE model in tables
2, 3, and 4 need to be assessed more carefully. Due to time constraints, there is room for
improvement in these models. If the presented results persist even with further modification,
it is of interest to inspect the inconsistencies between the MCMC and INLA analyses.
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This thesis is not an exhaustive presentation of our findings. The results chosen to
be discussed in here are somewhat simplified to accentuate differences in modeling and
methodology. Outside of this work, we have explored opioid overdose as the outcome as well
as other covariates. Moreover, we have identified areas with greatest relative risk based on
model posteriors, which are good starting points for intervention efforts.
There is much opportunity for investigation of additional outcomes and covariates. Fu-
ture models could explore effect modification, particularly between population density and
other variables. Locations of treatment centers, buprenorphine providers, and pharmacies
would be interesting to consider as well. Unfortunately, it is difficult to obtain these locations
by year—these data are generally unavailable on the historical level. Assessing spatial lag is
another consideration for future models.
Comorbidity of other mental health diagnoses, both as outcomes and covariates, also
warrant consideration. Close to half of individuals with substance abuse disorders [2] have
comorbid mental health diagnoses. In fact, based on the 2004-2014 PHC4 hospitalization
data, approximately 25% of those with opioid abuse or dependence diagnoses had a unipolar
depression or dysthymia diagnosis as well; this is more than twice that of the overall PA
hospitalization population for this time period. It would be interesting to explore associated
trends and population differences in future models.
We would also like to extend our model to years 2015 and 2016 as these hospitalization
data have now become available. However, these observations are complicated by an ICD-
9-CM to ICD-10-CM transition in the middle of 2015. It is particularly difficult to build
a longitudinal model considering this since the change occurred in the middle of the year,
while our time divisions are years. One possibility is look at smaller time units, which would
also yield greater temporal precision and accentuate potential seasonality trends.
The ultimate goal of these studies is to provide practical information to abet opioid mis-
use prevention and treatment efforts. Innovative methods yielding improved precision and
computational efficiency are a great asset. Further analyses will be beneficial for specific rec-
ommendations on the policy and community level, contributing to the public health impact
of this work.
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APPENDIX
R CODE
1
2 # load libraries
3 library(readr); library(INLA); library(lattice)
4 library(gridExtra); library(plyr); library(ggplot2)
5 library(maptools); library(spdep); library(rgdal)
6
7 # set working directory and store its location
8 setwd(".")
9 my.dir <- paste(getwd(), "/", sep="")
10
11
12 ###########################################
13 ### MONTE CARLO GOLDEN RATIO SIMULATION ###
14 ###########################################
15
16 n <- 10000
17 h <- function(x){(x^(pi/5-1))/(1+x^(2*pi))}
18 integrate(h,0 ,20)
19 x <- h(runif(n))
20 integral <- cumsum(x)/(1:n)
21 # standard error of Monte Carlo integral
22 stderr <- sqrt(cumsum ((x-integral)^2))/(1:n)
23 plot(integral , xlab="iteration number", ylab = "mean and error range",
type="l",
24 lwd=2, ylim = mean(x) + 30*c(-stderr[n], stderr[n]))
25 lines(integral + 2 * stderr , col="blue")
26 lines(integral - 2 * stderr , col="blue")
27 ###########################################
28
29 ###################################
30 ### PA RANDOM FIELDS SIMULATION ###
31 ###################################
32 # modified from: http://www.math.ntnu.no/inla/r-inla.org/tutorials/spde
/html/
33 # read shape file
30
34 shape.loc <- paste(my.dir , "shape files", sep="")
35 pashape <- readOGR(shape.loc , layer="PA_Zips_2014")
36
37 # create mesh
38 coords <- coordinates(pashape)
39 k <- 7
40 mesh <- inla.mesh.2d(
41 coords , max.edge=c(1/k, 2/k), cutoff =0.1/k)
42 plot(mesh , asp =1)
43 points(coords , col=’blue’)
44
45 k <- 9
46 params <- c(variance=1, kappa =1)
47 set.seed (1)
48 x.k <- rspde(coords , kappa=params [2], variance=params [1], n=k,
49 mesh=mesh , return.attributes=TRUE)
50 dim(x.k)
51
52 rho <- 0.7 # auto -regressive parameter
53
54 x <- x.k
55 for (j in 2:k) { # correlated sample over time
56 x[,j] <- rho*x[,j-1] + sqrt(1-rho^2)*x.k[,j]
57 }
58
59 # visualization
60 c100 <- rainbow (101)
61 par(mfrow=c(3,3), mar=c(0,0,0,0))
62 for (j in 1:k) {
63 plot(coords , col=c100[round (100*(x[,j]-min(x[,j]))/diff(range(x[,j]))
)],
64 axes=FALSE , asp=1, pch=19, cex =0.5)
65 }
66 ###########################################
67
68 # load model variables from the file vars.csv in the working directory
69 vars <- read_csv(paste(my.dir , "varsModel.csv", sep = ""))
70 attach(vars)
71
72 # read shape file
73 # readOGR command: layer is the name of the shape file (no extension)
74 shape.loc <- paste(my.dir , "shape files", sep="")
75 pashape <- readOGR(shape.loc , layer="PA_Zips_2014")
76
77 # extract adjacency matrix from shape file
78 temp <- poly2nb(pashape)
79 nb2INLA("PAgraph", temp)
80 PAadj <- paste(getwd (), "/PAgraph", sep="")
81 H <- inla.read.graph(filename="PAgraph")
82 image(inla.graph2matrix(H), xlab="", ylab="")
83 # convert to sparse matrix of class dgTMatrix
84 inla.graph2matrix(H)
85
86 #########################################
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87 ### RUN CROSS -SECTIONAL BYM/CAR MODEL ###
88 #########################################
89 # f(ID, ...): BYM (Besag -York -Mollie) model with (ID = zipcode)
90 # http://www.math.ntnu.no/inla/r-inla.org/doc/latent/bym.pdf
91 # graph option includes PAadj , the neighborhood structure
92 # y_i ~ Poisson(E_i rho_i)
93 # log(rho_i) = intercept + phi_i + theta_i
94 # phi_i is the spatially structured residual
95 # theta_i is the unstructured residual using exchangeability of the zip
codes ,
96 # theta_i~ Normal(0,sigma ^2_theta)
97 # scale.model = TRUE scales the generalized variance to equal 1
98
99 # define formula
100 formula <- y ~ 1 + age1 + age2 + age3 + age4 + hosprate + dens1 +
101 dens2 + dens3 + dens4 + retail + manual + unemprate + hispanic +
102 white + black + arth + cancer + medinc + male +
103 f(ID, model="bym", graph=PAadj , scale.model=TRUE ,
104 adjust.for.con.comp = TRUE ,
105 # hyperpriors theta and phi
106 hyper = list(prec.unstruct=list(prior="loggamma", param = c(1, 0.001)),
107 prec.spatial=list(prior="loggamma", param = c(1, 0.001))))
108
109 # create data frame with ZIP codes and observation matrix of covariates
110 data.pa <- data.frame(NAME=zipcode , y=vars$opioid , E=vars$E, hosprate ,
111 age1 , age2 , age3 , age4 , dens1 , dens2 , dens3 , dens4 ,
112 retail , manual , unemprate , hispanic , white , black ,
113 arth , cancer , medinc , male)
114
115 # re -order the data so it’s the same
116 # in the covariate & adjacency matrices
117 data.pa.2 <- attr(pashape , "data")
118 data.pa.2$NAME <- zipcode
119 order <- match(data.pa2$NAME ,data.pa$NAME)
120 data.pa <- data.pa[order ,]
121 nzip <- length(data.pa[,1]) # determine number of ZIP codes
122 data.pa$ID <- seq(1, nzip) # create sequential IDs 1, ..., nzip
123 attr(pashape , "data") <- merge(data.pa2 ,data.pa ,by="NAME")
124
125 # run the model
126 model.PA <- inla(formula14 , family = "poisson", data = data.pa,
127 E = E, control.compute = list(dic = TRUE))
128
129 # run another (much faster) version of the mdoel
130 # (empirical Bayes integration strategy)
131 model.PA.2 <- inla(formula , family = "poisson",
132 data = data.pa , E = E, control.compute = list(dic = TRUE),
133 num.threads = 2, control.inla = list(int.strategy = "eb"),
134 control.mode = list(restart = TRUE), verbose = TRUE)
135
136 # review results
137 summary(model.PA)
138 summary(model.PA.2)
139
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140
141 #########################
142 # SPDE MODEL USING INLA #
143 #########################
144 # below is a cross -sectional model
145 # the shape file (i.e., pashape) was previously imported
146 # if it was not , it needs to be imported
147 # shape.loc <- paste(my.dir , "shape files", sep ="")
148 # pashape <- readOGR(shape.loc , layer="PA_Zips_2014")
149
150 # create coordinates matrix
151 coords <- coordinates(pashape)
152
153 # create mesh
154 k=7
155 mesh <- inla.mesh.2d(
156 coords , max.edge=c(1/k, 2/k), cutoff =0.1/k)
157 plot(mesh , asp =1)
158 points(coords , col=’blue’)
159
160 # define SPDE
161 spde <- inla.spde2.matern(mesh = mesh , alpha = 2)
162
163 # prepare some INLA stack elements
164 A.est <- inla.spde.make.A(mesh = mesh ,loc = coords)
165 A.est2 <- inla.spde.make.A(mesh = mesh ,loc = coords)
166 s.index <- inla.spde.make.index(name = "space", n.spde = spde$n.spde)
167 s.index2 <- inla.spde.make.index(name = "space2", n.spde = spde$n.spde)
168
169 # create stack
170 stack.est <- inla.stack(data=list(y=opdepab2), A=list(A.est ,A.est2 ,1),
171 effects=list(c(s.index , intercept =1), s.index2 ,
172 list(retail=retail , manual=manual , unemprate=unemprate ,
173 hosprate=hosprate , age1=age1 , age2=age2 , age3=age3 ,
174 age4=age4 , dens1=dens1 , dens2=dens2 , dens3=dens3 ,
175 dens4=dens4 ,hisp=hisp , white=white , black=black ,
176 arth=arth ,cancer=cancer , medinc=medinc , males=males)),
177 tag="est")
178
179 # define formula
180 formula <- y ~ -1 + age1 + age2 + age3 + age4 + hosprate + dens1 +
181 dens2 + dens3 + dens4 + retail + manual + unemprate + hisp + white +
182 black + arth + cancer + medinc + males +
183 # ar1 is autoregressive
184 f(space , model=spde) + f(space2 ,model="ar1",
185 hyper=list(prec=list(prior="loggamma",
186 param = c(1 ,0.001))))
187
188 # run the model
189 model.PA.3 <- inla(formula , family = "poisson", E = E,
190 data = inla.stack.data(stack.est , spde = spde),
191 control.predictor = list(A = inla.stack.A(stack.est), compute=TRUE),
192 control.inla = list(int.strategy = "eb"),
193 control.mode = list(restart = TRUE), verbose = TRUE)
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194
195 # review results
196 summary(model.PA.3)
197
198 ### MAPPING FITTED VALUES
199 # may need to scale as outliers dominate map
200 pashape14$RR<-model.PA.2$summary.fitted.values [,1]
201 spplot(pashape14 , "RR")
202
203
204 ######################################
205 ### RUN LONGITUDINAL BYM/CAR MODEL ###
206 ######################################
207 # much of this code was adapted from the R-INLA project , r-inla.org
208 varsALL <- read_csv(paste(my.dir , "vars/varsALL.csv", sep = ""))
209 attach(varsALL)
210
211 # REPEAT FOR ALL YEARS:
212 # read shape file and compute adjacency matrix
213 pashape14 <- readShapePoly(paste(my.dir ,"shape files/2014/PA_Zips_2014"
,sep=""))
214 # transform to appropriate projection
215 pashape14 <- spTransform(pashape14 , CRS("+proj=longlat +datum=WGS84"))
216 # convert to adjacency matrix
217 temp14 <- poly2nb(pashape14)
218 PAadj14 <- paste(getwd(), "/PAgraph14", sep="")
219 H14 <- inla.read.graph(filename="PAgraph14") ## adj matrix
220 image(H14) # (optional) view adjacency matrix
221 g14 <- inla.graph2matrix(H14)
222 # combine yearly adjacency matrices into block -matrix
223 PAadj <- bdiag(g14 , ...)
224
225 # define formula
226 formulaALL <- y ~ 1 + age1 + age2 + age3 + age4 + hosprate + dens1 +
dens2 +
227 dens3 + dens4 + retail + manual + unemprate + hispanic + white + black +
228 arth + cancer + medinc + male + bl150 + factor(year) +
229 f(ID, model = "bym", graph = PAadj , scale.model = TRUE , adjust.for.con.
comp = TRUE ,
230 # hyperpriors theta and phi
231 hyper = list(prec.unstruct = list(prior = "loggamma", param = c(1,
0.001)),
232 prec.spatial = list(prior = "loggamma", param = c(1, 0.001))))
233
234 # create data frame with ZIP codes and observation matrix of covariates
235 data.pa.ALL <- data.frame(NAME = zipcode , y = y, E = E, hosprate , bl150 ,
236 age1 , age2 , age3 , age4 , dens1 , dens2 , dens3 , dens4 , year ,
237 retail , manual , unemprate , hispanic , white , black ,
238 arth , cancer , medinc , male)
239
240 # re -order the data so it’s the same in the covariate & adjacency
matrices
241 data.pa.ALL.2 <- attr(pashape , "data")
242 data.pa.ALL.2$NAME <- zipcode
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243 order <- match(data.pa.2.ALL$NAME ,data.pa.ALL$NAME)
244 data.pa.ALL <- data.pa.ALL[order , ]
245 nzip <- length(data.pa.ALL[ ,1]) # determine number of ZIP codes
246 data.pa.ALL$ID <- seq(1, nzip) # create sequential IDs 1, ..., nzip
247 attr(pashape , "data") <- merge(data.pa.ALL.2, data.pa.ALL , by = "NAME")
248
249 # run the model
250 model.PA.ALL <- inla(formulaALL , family = "poisson", data = data.pa.ALL ,
E = E,
251 control.compute = list(dic = TRUE),
252 control.mode = list(restart = T), verbose = T)
253
254 # review results
255 summary(model.PA.ALL)
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